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 Department of Physics and Astronomy presents: 

In Search of Fractionalized Excitations and a Non-

Abelian Phase in the Honeycomb Kitaev Magnet RuCl3 

ABSTRACT 

Quantum spin liquids (QSLs) are topological states of matter where spins in 
a material fail to order despite strong interactions. A Kitaev QSL, formed on 
a honeycomb lattice in the presence of bond-dependent Ising interac-

tions, have fractionalized excitations that can be mapped to itinerant Ma-

jorana Fermions and static gauge fluxes. These features are intensely sought 
after for their capacity to protect quantum information from decoherence 
promising an avenue to topologically protected qubits [1].  

In search of Kitaev QSL excitations, we have performed a range of ex-
periments on the magnetic Mott insulator alpha-RuCl3. This material has hon-
eycomb layers held together by weak van-der-Waals interactions. A strong 
spin-orbit coupling, combined with a cubic crystal field, stabilises an S=1/2 
state and makes the Kitaev interaction a leading order term in the Hamiltoni-
an. Prominently, coexisting with spin waves from a 3D long-range ordered 
ground state, our neutron scattering measurements reveal a continuum of 2D 
fractionalized excitations stable to high temperatures [2]. These excitations 
match theoretical predictions for Majorana Fermions, suggesting that the ma-
terial is proximate to a QSL. In an 8 T magnetic field, the long-range order and 
the spin waves vanish leaving behind just the spin continuum, but with a new 
spin gap. The emergence of gapped fractionalized excitations suggests a new 
QSL state where non-Abelian quasi-particles can be directly measured [3].  I 
will describe the present and future experiments to elucidate the phase dia-
gram, the role of dimensionality, and requirements to stabilize and exploit ex-
otic emergent quasi-particles in RuCl3. 
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